Description

Lab Effect ([http://labeffect.com](http://labeffect.com)) is a small web development company in San Diego, CA. We are a passionate, creative small business and are currently increasing the size of our team to meet the business needs.

We work mainly from home, but also have small meetings occasionally.

We are looking for a part-time or full-time PHP developer as intern with the following specification:

**Responsibilities**

- Work to develop client projects
- Refactoring legacy applications
- Be part of the PHP community

**Requirements**

- Some Knowledge of PHP 5
- Some Knowledge of Wordpress
- Some Knowledge of MySQL
- Some Knowledge of HTML, CSS, Javascript
- Highly interested in the web development industry

**Optional skills:**

- Full Stack development
- Bootstrap
- Usage of GIT
- Framework experience (Symfony2, Laravel, etc)

If interested email resume to patimpey@gmail.com